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Dear Mrs. Meagher, 

Meny thanks for letting me see the Moorman picture. I have seen it reproduced, I 
believe with a UPI credit, but am not sure. I certainly would like to see a clearer 
enlargement of it, if one existed, or a clearer print, for while I do note the 
suspgieclous items marked, with my less then excellent vision and even with the 
cheap magnifying glass I have 1 can not with any degree of certainty identify what 
is shows in the marked areas. The enlragement seems to be of a photograved repro- 
duction, from the sereen,it shows, end I would say the same of that. There are some 
other things about the pucture thet interest me. I wish my recollection of my own 
research was more vivid. Remember, it was a year ago this time that 1 haa ® mpleted a 
ly manuscript. It seems to be very close to the time of the head wound, after Jackie! s. 
strong reaction, well after the Altgens picture and at about the same time as a ie 

_Muchmore Bhot in the Report. It dees not seem as though the President's head, with 
his body already leaning toward his left, is in 4 position wnsistent with the ae 
official version of the th fatal wound. What is the flat, reflective obyeet in front. 
of Mrs, C, or between hers and Kellerman? I reeall ne evidence about my such objest. 

If the curved object that at first seemed to be the line of the windshield to me is 
the support bar, it seems to ‘have the wrong contour from other picturee, but if it 

is, what is the bunch-like solid object at its right end as you lock at it? While I 

think I em detect part of the right side of the rear-view mirror, I cannot see any 0: 
the visor, which on boths sides was partly raised. And is the larger shot also a4 

pieture of a printed copy? 

fo mich of what you say of the Tippit thing, I agree. I believe he was the only one = 
assigned to the Central Oak Cliffs area, and the last version of the log was at least — 
suppesed to have been prepared by the FBI from the recordings. The senond one was 
edited, as 1 point out, and it was, as I recall, prepared by the police. I don't woe 
think it is safe to try and make out too much of the assignement of police cars after. 
such a dramatic event had occurred, because there must have been pandemmniumAand x _ a 
great emotionfend excitement, I think the true significance of the unanswered 1 p.m... 
eall is that which I attributed to it and which you will see. Is it presumption the. 
eall to Pippit was for a blood-bank run? Even if fact, the availability of other 
ears and the need for them in areas of special character or for other contingencies 

known to the dispatcher and not us would have to be evalusted. I seem to recall other 
oda things about Nelson but am now not certain. I recall nothing about 91, and do 

not recall that he was the first st the scene of the killing, 

The dispatcher’ s version of the logs should heve been a mj for thrust ofthe 
Commission's inquiry and in itself is enough to justify almost any suspicion. 
Bat what can safely be deduced from it is another matter, 

G6ne of the strangest aspects you do not mention: Mrs. Tippit's failure to spend 

her vast fertune, on things a family in reduced circumstances could well use and 
would certainly desire. Even the apparent search of the Oak Cliff bus could lead to 
a seriously erroneous deduction. I believe, while suspicious, it is conelusive of. nothing 
under the circumstances. Perhaps 1 am too conservative about this, but I believe ats 
is the safer approseh. Another interesting thing about the 1:54 mf, pee thongs : 



proximdtity to Ruby's residence, which the Commission goes out of its way to 
avoid mentioning. 

As 1 believe I told you, I wrote Fleet. I also heard Saturday night that the 

other house considering my book finds "quelity" in it and, for a reason I camot 
begin to imegine, is having it read again. It was resd first by the Presid ent, 

who appeared to have oksyed it and given it to the vice-president, whe» while 
reading it, asked for anether copy, saying that could speed them up. *his was 
on December 22, end they hed the extre copy waiting when they got back to work 

after Christmas. So, this is at least the fourth reading, 

Last evening I was told be a well-known TV news correspondent who will, I am 
certain,not confirm it if it becomes necessary that Allen Dulles (with whom he is 
on a first-name basis) told him the Commission was, in effeet, playing the odds, 

They were not certain Oswald was the assassin, net certain he was alone, not 

certain of the ballistic stuff, etc., but it seemed to them this was the most 
likely in each case. 

Thanks egain for the pictures, which + return, herewith. If there is anything 

else like it you think I would like to see, Tr! il in, each case return whatever you 

seen as soon as I can study. After these pictures, heve again resolved that as 

soon as I can afford it I must get a decent magnifying glass. 

I would like to hear from you after you speak to Collier and, of course, efter 
you read my book. Incidently, the people who are considering trying to raise 

money for a private printing are more enthused after the completion of the reading 
by the mangger of one of the largest bookstores in Washington. His one word 

deseription, "terrific". He Htinks it will sell 10,000 copies in hardback in 
D.C. alone under propoer commercial auspices. 

Sincerely, 


